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Ballots still slim
after low turnout
in major election
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Run-off will decide first
new mayor in 20 years,
District 4 council seat
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Volcanic eruption leaves USC professor,
thousands of others without way home
Sara Hartley

STAFF WRITER

Compton retires
USC sof tball coach
Joyce Compton officially
announced her retirement
on Monday afternoon.

See page 9

“Into the Woods”
USC student group Off
Off-Broadway showcased their stuff over the
weekend with a fairytale
medley full of laughs and
talent to spare.

See page 6

Unpredictable air service following volcano
eruption
reminds us
of our reliance on this
unreliable
Richard
service.

Wood

Mix

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Greeks play for Eichorn

Neighborhood Watch

See page 5

A

fter last Wednesday’s eruption of Iceland’s
Ey jaf ja l lajok u l l volc a no, USC h istor y
professor Don Doyle is among the many
passengers stranded by canceled fl ights in Europe
due to the spreading cloud of volcanic ash.
Doyle, who traveled to London for a conference
at the London School of Economics, was supposed
to return on Sunday but his f light was canceled
Saturday.
“I had no thought of being delayed when the news
broke on Thursday,” Doyle said in an e-mail. “The
weather is beautiful here in London, and has been all
five of the days during which the planes have been
grounded.”
Doyle said it was recently announced that the fl ight
bans are being selectively lifted, and that London
Heathrow Airport will begin to allow fl ights by 1
p.m. Tuesday.
According to an Associated Press article, European
Union officials are trying to speed up the process
by dividing the skies into three zones based on the
volcanic ash f lowing from Iceland over Europe.
Countries can resume fl ights in the “caution zones,”
the article said.
Doyle, however, has not seen the signs of the
volcano, which has erupted twice this month.
“Maps show a dark cloud of volcanic ash over most

of Europe, but when you look up at the sky all I see
is bright blue,” he said.
Following his canceled f light, Doyle said there
was a lack of communication from United Airlines.
He was unable to reach the airline by phone and the
website did not provide any information about the
situation.
“Over there, he could not even get through to the
airline,” said Doyle’s wife, Marjorie Spruill, a USC
history professor. “He e-mailed me and I called and
rebooked him from here.”
Spruill said she was able to book the last aisle seat
on a fl ight for Wednesday, and Doyle said he hopes
fl ights will be operating smoothly by then.
In England, Doyle said the main concern is for
British tourists and business people stranded abroad.
U.K. Prime Minister Gordon Brown sent ships to
France and Spain to bring the British home, he said.
Hundreds of thousands of travelers have been
stranded around the world since the volcano began
erupting last week, according to the Associated Press.
The results are huge fi nancial losses for the airlines
and frustrated passengers who have been stranded
for days.
“One fellow from the conference is trying to get
home to Pennsylvania and is obviously worried about
the delay, the expense and what he’s going to wear for
the next couple of days,” Doyle said. “I love London
and am putting my time to good use, but I’ll be eager
to get home.”
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raise money for student
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S i g m a Nu Fr at e r n it y
held its f irst Powderpuff
F o o t b a l l To u r n a m e n t
Su nday at t he St rom
T hu r mond Fit ne s s a nd
Wellness Center, raising
$1,600 for Jimmy Eichorn,
a second-year member of
t he f r at er n it y w ho w a s
injured after falling from
t he second stor y of t he
house in February.
Eichorn is still
hospitalized in Charlotte,
but, according to
informat ion prov ided by
USC Greek Life, he is no
longer i n a coma a nd is
working toward standing,
walking and speaking.
A l l t he f u nd s w i l l b e
provided to the family to
help cover medical bills.
“I was blown away by the
support of girls who knew
him personally and those
who d id n’t ,” Sig m a Nu
President Allen Hotchkiss
said in a press release.
“The Greek system flexed
its muscles today by raising
a great sum of money in just
a short afternoon event.”
Eight sororities
participated in the event,
which was won by a team
f rom A lpha Delt a Pi
Sorority.
USC Police Chief Ernie
Ellis said an investigation
into what caused the late
night fall is ongoing.

Columbia voters will know by
night’s end who will be the city’s first
new leader in two decades.
There are a lot of storylines to the
run-off between Kirkman Finlay
and Steve Benjamin, according to
local government experts who have
followed the race.
Voter turnout might be the biggest
factor. Only about 26 percent of
Columbia’s registered voters cast
their ballots two weeks ago in the
general election. Run-off elections
t y pic a l l y s e e a muc h s m a l ler
percentage of the population come
to the polls, and in an election that
has no national implications, experts
are worried that drop could be even
greater than normal.
A run-off election for the District
4 council seat between Leona Plaugh
and Tony Mizzell could up voter
turnout in the area.
“People have already voted once
and it’s an additional burden,” said
Robert Oldendick, a political expert
at USC. “All those factors go into the
second time around, they contribute
to the decline in turnout.
That could especially burden
Benjam in, said Brad Wart hen,
former editorial page editor at The
State and local freelance journalist
and blogger.
“The stereotypical, more affluent
type of voter who is expected to
vote for Finlay is someone who
typically votes and doesn’t need to
be reminded to vote or transported,”
Warthen said. “They tend to turn
out more like clockwork. But even
he’s going to lose some of them.”
Warthen said he still expects
Benjamin to win the race.
It also matter who votes in the
election. The two candidates both
have skills that could benefit the
city, according to Dennis Lambries,
a local government expert and
professor at USC. Finlay, who
currently serves as on City Council,
is more focused on day-to-day
solutions for the city, Lambries said,
while Benjamin is more interested in
a long-term vision for the city.
“It depends on what you’re looking
for,” he said. “But I’d say short-term,
long-term is their biggest contrast.”
Den n is Lambr ies, a local
government expert and research
associate at USC, said the run-off
also depends on who can best attract
Steve Morrison’s votes. Morrison
finished third in the general election,
attracting almost 30 percent of the
vote. Both candidates will find a
challenge in getting those voters
Mayor ● 4
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Alpha Delta Phi members play flag football to raise money for a fellow Greek member.
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Alphi Delta Phi is among eight sororities participating in the powderpuff tournament.
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Lesley Joesph
After six-year tennis career, Udall winner
makes green mark on USC’s engineering
program, numerous student organizations
Sara Hartley

STAFF WRITER

USC student Lesley Joseph is a recipient of the 2010
Udall Scholarship, but that’s not the only thing that sets
him apart from the typical undergraduate student.
The Rock Hill native went to the University of Georgia
for two years and then traveled around the world as a
professional tennis player for six years before returning to
South Carolina to fi nish his degree.
“I didn’t want to be the kind of person who is only known
for a sport,” said the third-year civil and environmental
engineering student. “I wanted to put something here that
wouldn’t have been here without me.”
Joseph studied computer science at UGA on a tennis
scholarship before playing the sport full-time. He then
competed in professional tennis circuits such as the
Challenger and Futures tournaments. These international
series took him to countries in South America, Europe
and Asia.
“Traveling made me realize that certain places are a lot
worse off,” Joseph said. “A lot of places need the basics.”
Joseph said his current major allows him to incorporate
math and science while doing something that will help
people. He has gotten involved with several environmental
groups and research projects on campus.
He said he enjoys work ing wit h t he Green Quad
Learning Center, where he is the coordinator and manager
of the Environmental Justice/Community Action project.
He is also the president of USC’s chapter of Engineers
without Borders and is active in four other student groups.
Joseph thinks his extra-curricular involvement played
a role in his receiving the Udall scholarship, which

recognizes high-achieving students pursuing careers
related to the environment.
Last year, Joseph applied for the Udall and several other
scholarships but did not get them.
“It was kind of discouraging at fi rst,” he said.
He applied again after being encouraged by his faculty
advisor, and this year his efforts paid off. The scholarship
will fund Joseph’s education for the next academic year,
including tuition, fees, books and room and board up to
$5,000.
“I had great support from the Office of Fellowships and
Scholar Programs, the Udall Scholarship committee and
the Environmental Engineering faculty at USC. I could
not have been successful without their continued support,”
Joseph said in the news release.
Joseph was also recent ly named t he Outstanding
Senior in the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, which he said he was eligible for because
of the amount of hours he has. He also received the
Environmental Stewardship Award and the Bruce C.
Coull Outstanding Senior in Environmental Studies
Award.
In addition to his awards and involvement with student
groups at USC, Joseph has also conducted research
in water treatment with Yeomin Yoon, an associate
professor of civil and environmental engineering, and in
environmental justice and climate change vulnerability
with former Udall-winner Sacoby Wilson, a research
assistant professor in the Institute for Families in Society.
Joseph is a Magellan Scholar and has worked with the
Gills Creek Watershed Research Initiative.
After he graduates, Joseph plans to attend graduate
school and continue studying water treatment from an
engineering standpoint.
“I want to find ways to clean water and do it cost
effectively,” he said.
Photo provided by Lesley Joseph

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Lesley Joseph works in Green Quad, where he coordinates and
manages the Environmental Justice/Community Action project.
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Students to lie down for “die-in” protest
If you see people lying on the ground on campus today near the Pickens Street bridge,
don’t be afraid.
Carolina Progressive Alliance will be holding a “die-in” protest across campus to raise
awareness for the International Violence Against Women Act currently being debated
in Congress. Students will lie on the ground during class changes to represent people
who have been murdered in human rights atrocities. Others will hand out fl iers and
information on the event.
“It’s not a present issue on campus even though it is bipartisan legislation,” said
organizer Amanda Tatum, a fourth-year international studies student . “It’s not a
negotiable or controversial legislation. It’s not like anyone will say they promote violence
against women. It’s representative of the Carolinian Creed and what we represent here
at Carolina.”
On the Facebook event page, about 65 people said they would be attending the protest
as of late Monday and another 100 said they were maybe attending the protest.
Mayor ● Continued from 1
to come out and support a candidate other
than Morrison. He also chose not to endorse
Finlay or Benjamin in the run-off election.
Regardless of the winner, a new mayor will
likely benefit the city, Warthen said. While
quick to say outgoing Mayor Bob Coble did
excellent work for the city, he said a new
mayor will have more of a mandate to take on
new challenges.
“Mayor Bob worked really hard for a lot
of things and a lot of good causes,” Warthen

said. “But his ability to get people charged up
on new causes and new initiatives was pretty
limited in recent years.”
A lot of the city’s problems came from poor
finances in recent years, with the city at times
in significant debt.
“They both realize they have to deal with
these financial issues upfront,” Lambries said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS
LOCAL

Master’s future uncertain as sponsor drops out
HILTON HEAD ISLAND — Stewart Cink can’t imagine spending the week after
the Masters anywhere else but Harbour Town Golf Links.
Many of the PGA Tour’s best players build the popular course into their schedule,
but that could soon be changing. Verizon and its preceeding companies, MCI and
Worldcom, had sponsored the event since 1987, but the deal ended with the final round
Sunday.
Right now, there’s no replacement sponsor for the nearly $8 million necessary to put
on the tournament each year. Organizers and pros alike are worried that the event,
which began with Arnold Palmer raising the first trophy in 1969, might be in jeopardy.
“I hope that a company can see how valuable this could be for them, to step in and
take the place of Verizon,” said Cink, who won at Hilton Head in 2000 and 2004.

NATIONAL

Gun rights activists take up arms outside DC
ARLINGTON, Va. — Carrying loaded pistols and unloaded rifles, dozens of gunrights activists got as close as they could Monday to the nation’s capital while still
bearing arms and delivered what they said was a simple message: Don’t tread on me.
Hundreds of like-minded but unarmed counterparts carried out a separate rally in
the nation’s capital.
The gun-carrying protesters in Virginia rallied on national park land, which is
legal thanks to a new law signed by President Barack Obama that allows guns in
national parks. Organizers said it’s the fi rst armed rally in a national park since the
law passed.
The District of Columbia’s strict gun laws, however, generally make it illegal to
carry a handgun, so rally participants there were unarmed.

INTERNATIONAL

After eruption, EU greenlights some air traffic
LONDON — Europe began to emerge from a volcanic cloud Monday, allowing
limited air traffic to resume and giving hope to millions of travelers stranded around the
world when ash choked the jet age to a halt.
Even then, however, the eruption from the Icelandic volcano that caused the five days
of aviation chaos was said to be strengthening and sending more ash toward Britain,
which could make it unlikely that London airports would reopen Tuesday.
European Union transport ministers reached a deal during a crisis video conference to
divide northern European skies into three areas: a “no-fly” zone immediately over the ash
cloud; a caution zone “with some contamination” where planes can fly subject to engine
checks for damage; and an open-skies zone.
Three KLM passenger planes left Schiphol airport in Amsterdam on Monday evening
during daylight under visual flight rules bound for New York, Dubai and Shanghai.
— Compiled by The Associated Press
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coffee addicts
strung out
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Moore, University
decision unethical
In life, sometimes you win and sometimes you lose.
Then there are the times you are about to lose but
you cheat and win anyway.
We now know why USC canceled the architecutural
bids for the new $90 million Darla Moore School of
Business. According to an article in The State, “USC
blurs line in choosing architect” by Jeff Wilkinson,
Darla Moore’s favorite, Raphael Vinoly Architects,
was not going to win the
Moore and the contract. So, Moore said
she wanted to nix the bids
University wasted and just choose Vinoly, and
the University bowed to her
the $100,000 that request.
the other four firms Here i s yet a not her
unethical blow to Innovista.
each spent.
Moore and the University
wasted the $100,000 that
the other four firms each spent in the vain hope of
getting this contract. According to the S.C. State
Budget and Control Board, canceling the bidding
process was legal. The state association of architects
is meeting this week to decide whether to challenge
that notion. But legal or not, all can agree that this
decision was grossly irresponsible.
The competitors should have been informed before
they put their money in the pot that the University
could do this, let alone that it would have the audacity
to do this. Also, how can USC say it supports this
state when it hires a New York firm over four locals?

ECONOMICALLY SPEAKING

Airline structure inadequate
Unpredictable obstacles lead to losses
for flawed yet neccesary industry
On April 14, the eruption of a volcano in
Iceland spewed ash into the air that traveled
around Europe. Fearing the ash might pose
a danger to airplanes, flights around the
continent were grounded. As of Sunday,
63,000 flights have been affected by the delay.
A spokesperson for Germany’s Lufthansa
airline said that the chaos caused by the
eruption has been “worse than 9/11.” The
image of thousands of passengers camped
out in airports and uncertain of when they’ll
be able to fly serves as a dramatic reminder
of how difficult and unreliable airline service
can be. Yet it’s hard to imagine how modern
s o c i e t y w o u ld f u n c t i o n
without it. We rely on the
unreliable.
B a d a i rl i ne s e r v ic e i s
somet h i ng t hat we’re a l l
used to. Everyone who has
f lown more than once has
t heir favorite bad airline
Richard
stor y. I f a i rl i ne s were a
Wood
normal business then all their
Fourth-year
customers would have been
history
driven away long ago. Airlines
student
are hated and ridiculed, the
source of frustration and stress.
But none of this matters because for so
many people airline travel is absolutely
necessary. Businesses need it, vacationers
need it and families who want to stay in
touch need it. But whether your plane will be

on time or fly at all is subject to the whims of
fortune. Weather, the threat of terrorism and
mechanical errors can shut it down. Or the
pilot could just plain old be late.
Much of this is beyond human control.
Plumes of volcanic ash shutting down flights
all over a continent is a black swan event,
something that can’t really be anticipated
or helped. But even in day-to-day operation
airlines struggle to be adequate. The industry
is the frequent recipient of government
subsidies and bailouts. According to an
article in The Guardian newspaper, the U.S.
airline industry has made a cumulative loss
in its 120 years of existence. But if there was
ever an industry that was “too big to fail”,
this is it.
Recently, airlines have tried to remain
profitable by cutting back services. In an era
when customers are being treated constantly
to new products, updates and features the
airline industry is giving customers less
and less. Free in-flight meals are a thing of
the past and extra bags now cost money.
British budget airline Ryanair has apparently
considered the idea of charging passengers to
use the bathroom. Seriously.
So what can be done? What has hindered
efforts to improve airline travel is that no one
really knows how efficient or reliable it can
be. The comedian Louis C.K. has a routine
where he mocks airline complainers: “You’re
sitting in a chair in the sky!” How can you
complain?
We may never know how good airlines
can be because we can’t refuse bad service
even if we’d like to. We need to fly.

Political miasma fuels distrust of government
Partisan bickering, blame game,
alienates, infuriates Americans
Back in the Middle Ages — the good old days
of Earth-centered universes and unapologetic
popes — people believed that miasma, or bad
air, spread diseases. Knowing that factoid comes
out of left field, I’ll explain: every time I riffle
through articles on today’s politics I feel like our
political climate is a miasma, a bad air which
discourages faith in our leaders and causes us to
look our government askance. This attitude is
familiar to everyone. Either you’ve felt it, or you’ve
heard it incessantly written about by a certain
Alabama-loving columnist. But yesterday’s news
really brought home the problems our politics face.
I’m talking, of course, about the anniversary of the
Oklahoma City bombing.
Being only five years old at the time, I’m
personally unfamiliar with this tragedy, and I
might even say I’m glad that I’m unfamiliar: It is
haunting enough to say I lived in a time when 9/11
was possible, let alone the largest domestic attack
in U.S. history. Fifteen years have passed since
then, and many more will add themselves to that

number until, perhaps, the pain and shock of this
event begins to ebb. But such moments deserve a
kind of reverence, a sober understanding of what
the U.S. loses in its attempts to promote our values,
both abroad and, more importantly, at home.
Anniversaries like these should be opportunities
to recommit: to ourselves, to our safety and to
working toward a secure and open culture.
Apparently, today’s pundits don’t see what I’m
seeing. Bill Clinton last week made
several comments about the antigovernment sentiment that fueled
the attacks. He compared it to some
of the rhetoric of Tea Party rallies,
hoping that participants would
recognize the possible effects of their
speech. Of course, conservatives
Michael
are up in arms — especially that
Lambert
First-year
adorable little man, Rush Limbaugh,
comparative
who, somehow, believed he was
literature
blamed for these attacks. Back and
student
forth it goes, like a tennis ball over a
ragged net. The Tea Party protesters
are extremists; the government is, to Rep. Michele
Bachmann , a “gangster government;” and we
should all be keeping a careful eye on our federal

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

buildings for a man in an Uncle Sam costume.
There comes a point where enough is enough,
where the saturation of blame and partisan
bitterness crystallizes into an American “lostness”
and our leaders become more heated voices than
examples. I think that on this anniversary — rather
than learn from an example, rather than respect the
dead with its nation — our former leaders and our
media concern themselves with calling each other
out. The victims of the Oklahoma City bombing
are men, women and children; they are not talking
points for a jab at any side, Republican or Democrat
alike. The inability to recognize this — to even feel
a slight hesitance — I take as a great blow to our
politics today.
A nd I’m not alone. Just as I began with a
factoid, so will I end. A study by Pew Research
Center, finds eight out of 10 Americans don’t
trust the government. This statistic will be spun
by everyone, but let me just say it’s not because
of health care or taxes or anything else. How can
someone trust a political culture that ignores
those lost for what could be gained in attacking
its members? A frightening question, one more
frightening than any “bad air” which might hover
through our lives or the life of our nation.

Hello, my name is Lauren
and I’m a coffee addict.
Cof fee, cof fee, cof fee.
College students and coffee
bring new meaning to the
term addiction. It has become
increasingly apparent that
caffeine is the fuel of choice
when it comes to firing up
our academic engines ... and
draining our wallets.
Suppose you were to try
going a day without your
poison of choice; whether it is
coffee, espresso, soda or tea,
would you stay sane without
it? If not, it’s safe to say that
you, my friend, are a caffeine
addict.
Fun fact:
Caffeine is
a cardiac
stimulant , just
l i ke coc a i ne.
The ef fects
may be milder,
Lauren
but caf fei ne
Hadley
s t i l l h a s t he
First-year
potent ia l to
visual
communications
ma ke you a n
student
addict all the
same.
Coffee is great for waking
you up and starting your day
with an energ y boost, but
over time it can screw up
your body. Both the short
a nd long-ter m ef fect s of
caffeine are increases in blood
pressure, heart rate and body
temperature. In the long run,
caffeine can cause stomach
ulcers, depression, relentless
anxiety and even insomnia.
If you’re really having an
off day and you decide “Hey,
I’ll just jack myself up on
caffeine and be more perky
t ha n Pa mela A nder son’s
twins,” think again. Large
a mou nt s of caf fei ne ca n
cause headaches, dizziness,
anxiousness, the jitters and
even hallucinations. Perhaps
try getting some sleep instead
of pumping your body full of
caffeine. A high quantity of
anything is usually harmful
to your body; caffeine is no
exception.
If the side effects, in terms
of your health, aren’t enough
to convince you to cut back on
the caffeine, what about the
financial effects? On average,
Americans spend about $3
every day on their morning
coffee. That’s $90 a month;
you could’ve used that money
on something more useful,
like paying off your bar tab in
Five Points.
It comes as no surprise that
we need coffee, or caffeine in
general, to get us through the
day. I’m just as guilty as the
next coffee addict. However,
if we’re not caref ul we’re
going to pay for our obsession
down the road. If we cut back
on the caffeine now, maybe
it won’t be so diff icult to
eliminate it from our diets
after graduation.
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Off Off Broadway stages comeback
Student organization
debuts Into the Woods,
first play in three years
Chloe Gould

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Last weekend, USC st udent
organization Off Off Broadway
made its musical comeback with
James Lapine’s “Into the Woods”
at Benson Theatre.
T he f ou r - d a y pr o duc t ion ,
wh ich wa s t he g roup’s t h i rd
full-length show since its start
in 2005, was completely studentproduced. Directed by founding
member and 2008 USC graduate
Shawn Dunn , the musical even
featured an orchestra, conducted
by third-year music dducation
st udent R ichard Walbu r n , of
volunteers from USC’s School of
Music.
“ I n t o t h e Wo o d s ” i s a n
amusing blend of the fairy tale
favorites — it was the fi rst time
Off Off Broadway had put on
a licensed musical production
i n t h re e ye a r s . W it h c r a f t y
cost umes and set, which were
collaborative efforts with a drama
teacher at Summer v ille H igh
School , the students fi lled their
rolls to the fullest. Benson’s small
65-seat theatre, which was sold
out for Saturday night’s show,
kept a steady stream of laughter
up for the whole two-and-a-half
hours.

“What really helped was that
the more audience members we
had, the more engaging, personal
and fun the show was for both
actors and audience,” said firstyear physics student, John Patrick
Melendez (Rapunzel’s prince).
Off Off Broadway and in turn
the cast of the musical, represents
all different parts of the music
scene, some seeking to expand
on their future careers, and some
just in it for the love of the art.
“We have a few theater majors
and minors, and we have a few
Opera-trained and voice-trained
individuals. But, t he majorit y
of u s a r e j u s t s t ude nt s t h at
performed in high school or in
other outlets,” said third-year
English student, Matthew Craft
(Baker). “We are a club primarily
for those that love theater and
want to perform, regardless of
whether or not we major in it.”
Craft, of Off Off Broadway’s
president, has very set goals for
the organization, which started
of f as a place for st udent s to
watch movies of older musicals
and go see local productions as
a group.
“It has been my job to make
sure that any individuals with
the interest and the capability to
perform have a fun place to do
so, and to put on performances
as professionally as possible with
the resources available,” Craft
said.
Casting for “Into the Woods”
began with students singing a
song from a musical, then singing

“I’ve loved being a snot-nosed
brat without any repercussions,”
said first-year theater student,
Elizabeth Turner, who played
Little Red Riding Hood.
The product ion, which was
funded by fi rst semester’s Revue
of Broadway, a feature of different
Broadway songs minus the flow
of a musical, brought the group
closer together and gave some the
opportunity to fi ll their biggest
roles yet.
“It’s also always great to watch
the group, as both actors that
s ay t he y h ave or don’t h ave
talent, grow and learn to express
themselves in different ways,”
said Craft.
Of f Of f Broadway, which is
always looking for new members,
re-entered t he world of f u lllength musicals on a high note,
w it h pl a n s to st age a not her
fundraiser next fall.
“I’m proud of the fact that such
a diverse, unique and talented
g roup c a n come toget her to
put on such a fantastic show,”
Melendez said.

Courtesy of Chloe Gould

Third-year Matthew Craft and first-year student Kristyn Winch played
the Baker and the Baker’s wife with sophomore Catherine Moore as a
cow.
a song chosen from the show,
followed by a short reading from
the script. No one auditioned

for a particular character, but
r at her, D u n n a nd t he club’s
officers chose each of the roles.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

‘INCONVENIENT TAX’
DOCUMENTS FACTS
Alum’s film highlights
American government issues
Colin Campbell
STAFF WRITER

Courtesy of allmoviephoto.com

“Robin Hood,” directed by Ridley Scott, set to launch Cannes Film Festival in mid May.

Cannes Film Festival brings best
of world filmmakers to fore
Jimmy Gilmore
THE MIX EDITOR

What do celebrated filmmakers David Lynch, Joel
and Ethan Coen, Gus Van Sant, Steven Soderbergh,
Michael Moore and Michael Haneke all have in
common? They’ve all won the Golden Palm, or
Palme d’Or, one of the film world’s most exclusive and
sought-after awards.
The annual Cannes Film Festival, running from
May 12 to May 23, will bring filmmakers from around
the world together to screen their most recent work
in and out of competition. The official lineup for
the festival was unveiled last week, and has the film
community buzzing in anticipation.
The world premiere of Ridley Scott’s “Robin Hood”
will open the festival out of competition. Other films
being showcased out of competition include Oliver
Stone’s sequel to his 23-year old financial commentary,
“Wall Street 2: Money Never Sleeps,” British director
Stephen Frears’s “Tamara Drewe,” and Woody Allen’s
latest, “You Will Meet a Tall Dark Stranger.”
While these directorial heavyweights will certainly
draw a crowd despite not being considered in the
official competition, those competing for the award
include several directors who have already claimed the

Palme d’Or.
Mike Leigh, who won in 1996 for “Secrets and
Lies,” will be showing “Another Year,” while Abbas
Kiarostami, who received the award in 1997 for “Taste
of Cherry,” will be screening “Certified Copy.”
Only one U.S. director, Doug Liman (“The Bourne
Identity”), was selected to compete in the festival.
Liman will be premiering “Fair Game,” starring
Naomi Watts as Valerie Plame, who was revealed as
a CIA agent after her husband published an op-ed
piece about the Bush administration’s manipulation of
evidence in the Iraq War invasion.
Director Terrence Malick (“The Thin Red Line,”
“The New World”) was expected to have his hotly
anticipated “Tree of Life,” starring Brad Pitt, ready
for exhibition, but the director has reported at the
last minute that the film’s post-production will not be
completed in time.
For U.S. cinemagoers, the festival lineup reflects
a selection of worldwide filmmakers most are almost
completely unaware of. Despite the presence of some
more well known international figures like Alejandro
Gonzalez Inarritu (“Babel”), premiering “Biutiful,”

Cannes ● 7

Last night, Carolina Productions showed USC grad Christopher
P. Marshall’s new film “A n Inconvenient Tax” in a one-time
exclusive presentation at the Russell House theatre. The 6 p.m.
showing featured an almost empty theater compared to Sunday
night’s presentation of “Avatar,” but as the movie readily advertised,
taxes are not the most popular topic in today’s society.
The documentary opened with recordings of several phone calls,
reminiscent of “Super Size Me” in that the narrator asked tough
questions to stuttering, know-nothing employees. “How big is
the tax code?” asked a voice again and again. “We have no way of
knowing,” said one government worker. “How many pages?” the
voice asked another, who responded: “You’re talking about volumes
and volumes.”
It continued, interviewing politicians, such as Mike Huckabee
and Ron Paul , and other professionals on the subject including
Noam Chomsk y, Steve Forbes , Joseph Thorndike , Charles
Rossotti, David M. Walker, Neal Boortz , Michael Graetz , Daniel
Shaviro and Leonard Burman.
These interviews were broken up with quotes from famous
people throughout history such as George Washington and Albert
Einstein pertaining to taxes. All of the interviewees and quotes had
one thing in common: they were extremely critical of the current
tax system in the United States.
Many bandied words such as “monster” and “mess” about to
refer to the tax codes. As though to show how ludicrous the laws
really are, the fi lmmakers even distributed clips of old alien movies
here and there in the plot for comic relief, all describing terrible
and unstoppable monsters.
A lso, a little more seriously-toned, footage of Uncle Sam
hitchhiking his way across the land with a heavy suitcase mirrored
the problem that our nation faces in this tax dilemma.
The fi lm proceeded to illustrate the importance and influence
of taxes throughout history. From the American Revolution (“The
U.S. was born in a tax revolt”) through the Whiskey Rebellion ,
to the Jeffersonian Democrats arguing against the Federalists
over state and federal power, taxes were always at the forefront.
The timeline continued, discussing Lincoln’s establishment of the
income tax to support the Civil War, and then the acceptance of
that tax long-term.
Interviews dwelled on the income tax for a long time, stressing
alternatives such as a flat tax, fair tax, consumption tax and other
methods that would more efficiently and effectively gather revenue
and save millions of dollars yearly for the federal government and
for the citizens of the U.S. It stressed that the current tax codes are
lengthy and muddled, allowing for politicians to work the system
and appear to be making changes, while ignoring the major flaws.
The fi lm makes a few major points, namely that the system is
flawed and difficult to understand, that solutions are viable and that
in order to accomplish a successful solution to the problem, it will
be necessary to force the hands of legislators, as it is evident that
the incentive is not great enough for them to take this initiative
upon themselves.
While taxes may be one of the most boring things to talk about,
the fi lm stressed, they are an integral part of our civilization, and
without them, our democracy could not exist. They are of the
Tax ● 7

Cannes ● Continued from 6
and France’s Mathieu Amalric, premiering
“Tournee,” the festival will also showcase a
handful of French, German and South Korean
filmmakers in competition.
The festival also features an “Un Certain
Regard” selection, which is also out of the
official competition for the Palme d’Or.
Directors displaying their films here include
legendary French New Wave filmmaker JeanLuc Godard (“In Praise of Love”), who will
be screening “Film Socialisme,” and Lodge
Kerrigan (“Clean, Shaven”), who will present
“Rebecca H.”
The festival has still not filled all its twenty
available competition slots, but entertainment
writers in the U.S. are both excited about
and bemoaning the current list. While it
showcases a wide variet y of talent from
multiple European and Asian countries, the list
is relatively scant when it comes to U.K. and
U.S. productions, leaving many to wonder if
the festival’s selection committee is trying to

engage in a paradigmatic shift towards other
national cinemas.
That said, American filmmaker Tim Burton
was selected to head this year’s jury. For
the international film community, Cannes
represents one of the year’s defining moments
— it is the first major international festival
of the year, and has gained a reputation of
prestigious, varied and often highly celebrated
choices.
While we in the U.S. eagerly scarf popcorn to
our own set of highly anticipated blockbusters
this summer, we should always keep one eye
turned to the international screens, to the
filmmakers across the world whose work may
never hit our cinemas, but who nevertheless
use the medium in powerful, unendingly
innovative ways. That’s Entertainment.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu

Tax ● Continued from 6
utmost importance, and when people once again see them as a contribution to their
society rather than an ominous debt collected by a government with which they are not
collected, people will be much more compliant. However it all starts with a movement
for new, more effective laws. Without them, change cannot be made.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
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Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events
SPORTS SCHEDULE

What: Farmers Market
When: 9 a.m. — 3 p.m.
Where: Greene Street

Baseball

What: AAAS General Assembly
When: 6 p.m.
Where: Russell House Theatre

USC-Upstate
Tonight
7 p.m.
Carolina Stadium

What: Pastafarians Meeting
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: Leconte 112

Softball

Coastal Carolina
Tomorrow
6 p.m.
Beckham Field

What: RHA Senate
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Sumwalt 305
What: Hillel Weekly Meeting
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: RH 303

Baseball

Georgia
Friday
7 p.m.
Athens, Ga.

What: Flying Gamecock Club
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Sloan 112

Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

FISH TANK
3, 5:30, and 8 p.m., $7.51
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

The Scene
TODAY
NEW MUSIC NIGHT
6:30 p.m. doors, $5 over 21/$8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
POST-GRAFFITI RECEPTION
6 p.m., free
Columbia Museum of Art, 1515 Main St.

PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan / The Daily Gamecock

USC IDOL
8 p.m., Free to students w/ ID
Russell House Ballroom

TOMORROW
THE MAINE, CARTEL, ARTIST VS POET AND
STEREO SKYLINE
6 p.m., $15 in advance, $18 day of show
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
SAM THACKER AND JASON DALTON
8 p.m., $6 in advance, $8 day of show
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.
OFFBEAT: THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE ART
EXHIBITION
10 a.m.—5 p.m., free
The Spears Music and Art Center, 1301
Columbia College Dr.

04/20/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

A R I E S Tu r n y o u r
attention away from work
to encourage those closest
to you. Mutual support gets
everyone through a ticklish
situation.

LEO This is the day you’ve
been waiting for! As luck
would have it, the females
in your life are right there
beside you.

SAGITTARIUSBytheend
of the day, you’ll feel most
fortunate. You took on a
complicated, detailed task
and completed it.

wish is to fi nish work from
yesterday. Fat chance! You’re
not in the office.

VIRGO Group effort
gets you a long way today.
Take charge of persnickety
details, because no one else
will do it right now.

GEMINITheworkyoudo
in private will be appreciated
when you fi nally reveal the
completed a s sig n ment .
Others may worry about
deadlines.

LIBRA If love truly does
make the world go around,
then your world is spinning
nicely. Keep your feet on the
ground by taking time to
savor it.

CAPRICORN - You
start the day feeling lucky.
Add to that your ability to
choose exactly the right
method, and you’ll achieve
the goal easily.
AQUARIUS Arrange
today’s activities to allow
time for fun and romance.
You know your deadlines,
but relax. You’ll make them.

CANCER If you have a
long meeting, bring drinks
and snacks for everyone.
That way, no one becomes
re st le s s. Bend r u le s to
maintain the focus.

SCORPIO By choosing
a direct path to your own
p er s on a l c om f or t , you
indirectly satisfy the needs
of an elder you respect. How
fortunate!

PISCES You truly enjoy
the company of your favorite
people now. Surprise them
with a unique new game,
or see a movie. Indulge in
popcorn or treats.

TAURUS Your fondest

Live music tonight

with $1.00 BEER
If you are under 21, it is against the law to buy
alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.

Pizza • Wings • Beer

252-8646

DINE-IN
PICKUP
DELIVERY

2009 Devine Street • Five Points
Open: M-F 4 pm • Sat-Sun 11:30 am

04/20/10

Solution from 04/19/10

ACROSS
1 Four-time Olympic
gold-medal runner
Zátopek
5 Park way
9 Shame
14 Hacking knife
15 Rebel
16 Petulant mood
17 Daring track
ofﬁcial?
19 Zaftig
20 Trouser
measurement
21 “Twilight” heroine
23 Introduction to a
former self?
24 “The Mikado”
baritone
27 Give a hand to
30 Dabchick, for one
32 Cost an arm
and __
34 Do a garage job
35 Cannes’s region
37 __’acte
38 They’re usually in
the 80s and 90s
41 Toon who played
Scrooge
43 Maker of Deﬁnity
skin care products
44 Works on, as a
novel
46 Sport with riders
47 Matriarchal
nickname
48 Core belief
52 Put the kibosh on
54 Suggestive look
56 Two-legged meat
source
57 First name in
puppetry
59 Battles with
bombers
61 Stars travel in
them
63 Online journalist’s
retreat?
66 Get used (to)
67 __ Grey tea
68 Dam buildup
69 X-ray targets
70 Whitehall
whitewall
71 Tijuana tender
DOWN
1 Flowing back
2 One offering his
seat?
3 “Let me check”

4 Bonanza
5 A-one
6 End
7 Jennyanydots’s
creator, initially
8 Mint, say
9 User of the preﬁx
“i-”
10 Clinton enjoying
some R and R?
11 Inspiring
apparatus
12 Result of
considering the
pluses?
13 With it
18 Consume
22 Awards named
for a writer
25 Kind of roll
26 Fútbol game
cheer
28 Intrigued with
29 Ruler from LIV to
LXVIII
31 Immortal
comedian’s
donkey imitation?
33 Fur that’s a
symbol of royalty
36 Church caretaker,
in Chelsea
38 “__!...I Did It
Again”: Britney

Solution for 04/19/10

Spears album
and hit song
39 Blood __
40 Juju or grigri
42 Like a tonne of
bricks?
45 Kilmer of “Top
Gun”
49 Tyro, and a hint
to this puzzle’s
theme
50 Computer
letters
51 Ask for help
from

53 Keeps going
55 Golfer’s coup
58 Cynical
response
60 Hoarse sound
61 Testing site
62 Phrase said
before taking the
stand
64 Not ordained
65 Two-time
Conn Smythe
Trophy winner
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Compton steps down
Winningest coach in USC athletic history
to retire at end of season after 24 years
at the helm of softball program
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

South Carolina softball coach Joyce Compton officially
announced her retirement after 24 seasons on Monday
afternoon.
“I have been fortunate to have had the pleasure to coach
so many great players but more importantly great people in
my 24 years as a Gamecock,” Compton said in a press release.
“My success is only because of these players, and I want to
thank them. I take with me many great memories, and I will
always treasure the friends that I have made not just here but
throughout the softball community.”
Under her watch, Carolina has gone 951-479-3, making
Compton the winningest coach in USC athletic history in front
of legendary baseball coach June Raines’ 763 career wins. A 2002
National Fastpitch Coaches Association Hall of Fame inductee,
Compton is one of only nine Division I coaches to win over 950
games at one institution. Her career record is 1,066-556-3, good
for ninth all-time amongst Division 1 coaches and tenth all-time
in NCAA history.
“Joyce has been a staple in the South Carolina Athletics
Department for nearly a quarter of a century,” South Carolina
Director of Athletics Eric Hyman said. “A Hall of Fame coach,
her career numbers speak for themselves. One of the top 10

coaches in the history of college softball and the winningest
coach this school has ever known, Joyce is well-known and
highly respected by her peers and throughout the softball
circuit. We wish her all the best in her retirement.”
A native of Trenton, N.J. and a graduate of Trenton State
College, Compton coached at Mattatuck Community College
and Missouri, where she won a Big 8 title and appeared in the
Women’s College World Series, before arriving in Columbia in
1987.
With Compton, a two-time SEC coach of the year, at the
helm, the Gamecocks have appeared in 13 NCAA regionals,
the last in 2007, winning four regional titles. USC has also
made one super regional appearance (‘07) and two trips to the
WCWS (1989 and 1997). The Gamecocks have also won four
SEC East titles, two SEC Tournaments, and the first-ever SEC
title in 1997.
“Not only has Coach Compton had a major impact on SEC
softball, she has also been such a big influence in my life,” said
former USC All-American Megan Matthews Buning, now an
assistant at Ole Miss. “Coach has played a major role in shaping
the type of person, player, and coach that I am today. Not only
was she able to pull the best out of me on the field, but she also
taught me the value of hard work, perseverance and discipline.
Those are lessons that stay with me every day. I am honored to
have played for her at South Carolina. She will be greatly missed
in the softball community.”
Compton’s final home game at Beckham Field will be
tomorrow night against Coastal Carolina. First pitch is
scheduled for 6 p.m.

USC softball coach Joyce Compton will retire at the end of
the season. Compton has led the Gamecocks since 1987.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Carolina to take
on sister school
USC looks to stay hot, build on strong SEC start
against USC-Upstate in midweek clash
Ryan Velasquez

The SEC
on Compton
“Joyce Compton has been one of the leaders in our sport for the past 30 years. For me
personally, I’ve known her and worked with her for a number of years. She has been a big
influence on me with the way I coach and the way I run our program. It’s sad to see a day like
today come, but she has had a wonderful career and has been great for the game of softball,
especially softball in the SEC. She will definitely be missed.”
Jay Miller, Mississippi State, U.S. National team head coach

STAFF WRITER

Since its conception, South
Carolina has been to 25 NCAA
Tournament appearances, eight
College World Series appearances,
and has become widely considered
one of the top baseball programs in
the country.
One t h i ng it had n’t done,
however, was win more than four
consecutive conference series to
start a season.
It has now.
Taking two out of three from
Ole M iss over t he weekend,
Carolina secured the strongest
start in program history, notching
its fifth straight SEC series victory
in as many attempts.
“We’ve won some close ones,”
USC coach Ray Tanner said.
“Certainly we’d like to have gotten
the sweep, but looking at the big
picture, we’ve done okay.”
Hoping to keep the hot streak
intact, the No. 10 Gamecocks (287, 11-3) will look for another strong
performance when they faceoff
with USC Upstate (13-28, 3-14)
in a midweek, non-conference
matchup this evening.
Much of Carolina’s success
in recent games has come from
offensive production, and of the
numerous hot bats in the lineup
right now, none may be hotter than
Scott Wingo’s.
In four games last week, the
junior infielder went 5-13 with
three home runs and five RBI,
including a solo shot in Sunday’s
game that put the Gamecocks on
the board and improved his season
total to a team-high of eight.

“We thought we were a pretty
good team coming into the season,”
Wingo said. “I didn’t really have a
set record in mind, but I knew we
could be pretty good.”
Ju n ior out f ielder W h it
Merrifield has continued to excel
on t he offensive side as well,
entering tonight’s game with a .342
batting average, seven home runs,
and 24 RBI.
With four hits in the weekend
series against the Rebels, he has
now hit safely in 34 of 36 games
this season and currently sits at
No. 15 on Carolina’s career hits
list.
“We felt pretty good at the plate.
(Ole Miss pitcher David Goforth)
had a great couple innings. He
was throwing good stuff up there,”
Merrifield said following Sunday’s
game. “But we adjusted and started
hitting some balls hard. Some fell,
some didn’t, but that’s baseball.”
Freshman pitcher Colby Holmes
is slated to make his fourth start of
the season. Despite struggling in
his last outing against the Citadel,
the Conway native enters the game
with a 2-0 record and 21 strikeouts
on the year.
He’ll be challenged with beating
freshman Gaither Bumgardner,
who’s scheduled to make the start
for USC Upstate. A Fort Lawn
native, Bumgardner comes in
at 0-4 with an 8.10 ERA and 25
strikeouts.
First pitch is at 7 p.m.

Richard Pearce/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

“Joyce Compton has had a long and distinguished legacy in our sport. We should all be
cognizant of her contribution as a player and a coach to the game of softball. A pioneer of the
game, no one should forget how she fought to keep South Carolina softball when other schools
were dropping the sport. She has been my longest and dearest friend in the coaching profession.
Our sport and I will miss seeing Joyce at the ballpark.”
Yvette Girouard, LSU head coach

“Joyce gave SEC softball instant credibility when the league started playing back in 1997.
It would have been a much tougher beginning without her in the league. She brought a
powerhouse team to an eventual powerhouse league, and all of us now are very grateful to her
and her great career. Joyce has been a very good friend and mentor during my 12 years at
Bama, and I will certainly miss her.”
Patrick Murphy, Alabama head coach

Players of the Week
SEC Pitcher of the Week
Blake Cooper

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

SEC Freshman of the Week
Hannah Milks

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Freshman pitcher Colby Holmes has become a midweek mainstay.

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds
Apartments
PRE-REGISTRATION for Fall Students
Rollback prices 2BR $750 ($375/per/student. No individual leases. All util incld.
Cheapest in Town! Call Glen 799-1442
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLOCK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com
1/2 BRS avail for summer sublease
(May-Aug) Greene St. $475/mo per/rm +
util. Apt has 3BRS 1BA kitchn den laundry room & great screenedin porch.
Walking distance to 5PTS & USC.
Call 704-641-6867.

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

•

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm

Housing-Rent

Housing-Rent

Help Wanted

1016 Laurens St. Beautiful USC Campus area spacious 3BR 1BA w/scrnd
porch & prkg. Year lease $940 + dep.
Summer lease available.. Call 803-9536
or 803-673-4591.

4BR 2B House avail Aug 1st. $1395
fenced yard Old Shandon 318-0729

OFFICE ASSISTANT IN IRMO
Fabulous opportunity for serious senior
or grad student looking for office experience. Exciting small beauty company in
Irmo has immediate opening for PT office assistant. approx. 20/hrs/wk. Flex afternoon hrs. Responsibilities include:
Customer service support, filing, office
errands data entry, assistance in shipping dept. solid work ethic, excellent
communication skills and attention to detail are a must. $9/hr background check
+ drug screen. Contact
jackie@bellalucce.com or via fax at
800.485.3079.

STADIUM VILAGE LOFTS 2BR Grad stds pref. Gated complex
w/restrictions. Many amenities $1200/mo
803-242-5058

Apt & House for Rent. Close/walking
distance to USC. 1-5BR $395 & up
Contact Security Realty 254-6113
www.securityrealty.net
ROOMS -4-RENT Lg Spacious
Walk to USC $300/mo. Call 463-5129

For Sale
Dorm Loft Bed & Refrigerator. Available
for p/ May 6th. Both $200. 770-330-2698

Roommates

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Housing-Rent

Briefs Magazine is looking for summer
interns in Graphic Arts, Mktng. Advtsng,
PR & Event Planning. 803.873.8000.

CONDO FOR RENT 2BR 2BA
min from USC located on River.
All appl furn. $775.Avail now!
Call Matt 730-3980

Beach house shares N. Myrtle Beach
$550/person - July-Aug stay,that’s
$275/mo! Cheaper beach weekend
getaways available
Please call 877-500-6569 ext 3
www.myrtlebeachtours.com for info

Russell House, Rm. 343

Services

Help Wanted
Child Care

SUMMER STORAGE
Don’t lug it home Store it at the closest
storage to USC. Rosewood/Sumter St.
Storage 212 S. Sumter St &
410 Superior St. 252.7526
rosewoodselfstorage.com

Summer Sitter needed. Jun 1-Aug-14
M-F 9-5 for 9&12 y.o car & clean driv rec
req. Activities include swim tennis in NE
Cola.
Contact
Milbre
@
mdorn@cisco.com

Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Help Wanted
Restaurants

YE OLE FASHIONED ICE CREAM
& SANDWICH CAFE’ NOW HIRING
ALL STAFF. AM shift avail. Good pay &
tips. Flexible hours. Perfect for students.
7490 Garners Ferry next to Walmart.

5BR 3BA located on Gervais St.
Minutes away from USC/5PTS.
All appl $1600. 413-3297

•

Summer Help! Need Staff Now!
Kelly’s Gym camp classes & parties.
Must have training in gymnastics, cheer
& sports w/children. Need to be organized, punctual & enthusiastic. $8/hr. Call
Kelly @ 359-0433 or 360-1593.

Help Wanted

Large home 3,000+ sq ft pvt BR & BA on
seperate level. $350/mo + util. Grad std.
preferred. 791-7654

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates
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Pasta Fresca Seeking FT Servers.
Prior restaurant experience necessary
and summer availability required. If
interested, apply in person 3-6PM at
3405 Forest Dr. No phone calls please.

Vista law firm looking for a responsible,
detail oriented person for PT File Clerk
position 20/hrs/wk flex schedule.
Position available late July.
Email to rcarroll@sowell.com

100%
gamecock tv
all day

everyday.

For Students. By Students.

WEST COLUMBIA GROUCHO’S DELI
Now hiring. Wait Staff/Kitchen. Must be
able to work lunchtime. Apply in person
2265 Sunset Blvd.

4

end of school

POOL PARTY
bash

!

April 23rd ,11am to 6pm
$200

Visa Gift Card 4
Bedroom Sign On Bonus

Come check out
all of our renovations and
use our amenities for the day
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Volleyball
Basketball
Pool Table
Grill
Theatre ROom
Riverwalk
Fitness center
tanning bed

2 BR: $499
RATES: 4 BR: $435
215 Spencer Place • Cayce, SC 29205 • 803.739.0899
www.myownapartment.com

